Education and Training Services

Salient CRGT is proud to provide the training services and solutions that support the Department of Defense (DoD) and its international partners. Salient CRGT is working alongside DoD to make sure our military has the best tools and information to safely and successfully complete its missions – most importantly, to protect and preserve our nation’s freedom. Training with and alongside our international military partners ensures a higher level of readiness and interoperability with our most valued allies.

Salient CRGT instructors, teachers, facilitators, developers, and engineers use leading-edge technologies, platform instruction, and hands-on, problem-based training to fulfill the evolving training demands of our services and partner militaries. Salient CRGT provides classroom instruction, mobile training, curriculum and courseware development, and schoolhouse operations and management to ensure success of critical programs supporting DoD objectives.

Services

- Platform, unit, and individual instruction
- Development and distribution of training multimedia
- Computer based training development
- Web-based training
- Test and scenario development
- Doctrine modernization and development
- Aircraft operations, maintenance and logistics training
- Intelligence training
- Interrogation, elicitation, and collection instruction
- Role player, field, and situational training exercises
- Space professional development
- Unmanned aerial system operation instruction
- Defense network operational training
- Cyber security certification and compliance
- Program management and engineering disciplines
- Registrar and student progress management and administration
- Mobile Training Teams
- Training Needs Assessments / development of new training systems
- All services can be provided in the U.S. or internationally

Customer Focus Areas

These focus areas support a diverse set of customers, the following are some of the customers Salient CRGT has and continues to support:

- U.S. Air Force – Air Education and Training Command
- U.S. Air Force – Space Command
- U.S. Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center
- U.S. Air Force – 333rd Training Squadron
- U.S. Army – Training and Doctrine Command
- U.S. Army – Joint Centers of Excellence
- U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command
- Future Warfare Center Directorate of Training & Doctrine
- Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training, & Instruction
- U.S. Army – 305th MI Battalion, 309th MI Battalion, 111th Battalion
- U.S. Navy Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR)
- U.S. Navy Naval Facilities Command Southwest
- Defense Intelligence Agency
- U.S. Secret Service
- North Atlantic Treaty Organization
- PEO C4I
- Royal Saudi Air Force
- SalientCRGT.com
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Responsive Mission Support Solutions (RMSS)

Salient CRGT is a leading provider of information technology and engineering services that include: data analytics, Agile development, mobility, training, and cyber security solutions to the intelligence, defense, homeland security, and federal civilian markets. Salient CRGT enables government and industry to respond quickly to new or surge mission requirements with exactly the right people, skills, expertise, and technical solutions. The company works to accelerate mission impact by delivering highly adaptable technology services, engineering solutions, and domain expertise that enable customers to rapidly meet the pressing requirements of today, while anticipating tomorrow’s evolving challenges.

Our RMSS business unit provides systems engineering and technical assistance (SETA) in three core areas: planning and executing programs, developing and administering contracts, and recommending new technologies and technical approaches. Across these areas, Salient CRGT provides the management resources that agencies need to implement complex initiatives. In SETA, intelligence, training, simulation support, and BRAC/environmental consulting, RMSS helps federal agencies define success and then achieve it.

By integrating our Mission Impact Diagnostic with our Talent Operations Methodology, Salient CRGT engineers outstanding achievement instead of just performance. For training, space, and environmental initiatives we provide the people who are the most precisely experienced and qualified to help agencies achieve success.